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OCCAM 2, John Galletly, UCL Press London, 1996. ISBN 1-85728-362-7, 2nd 
edition, 304 pp., £ 19.95. 
The aim of Galletly's book is to give a gentle and structured introduction to the 
programming language Occam 2, the second version of Occam. It is intended as back- 
ground material for undergraduate courses in parallel programming or for self-study 
purposes. Occam was developed in the 1980s by David May from the British company 
1NMOS (now part of SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics Ltd) in association with the 
design of the Transputer, a parallel architecture microprocessor from the same company. 
Its name derives from a principle stated by the 14th century philosopher William of 
Occam known as Occam's Razor: 'entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem' 
(invented entities should not be duplicated beyond necessity) and refers to the mini- 
malistic design principle adopted in Occam namely to avoid redundant concepts as far 
as possible. The programming model of Occam is based on the first version of Hoare's 
CSP [2] and is that of concurrently running sequential processes communicating via 
synchronous one-way channels. 
The introductory chapter starts with a general discussion of the benefits of parallel 
computation over sequential computation and then sketches the classic Flynn charac- 
terization of processor architectures and refinements hereof. It goes on to present he 
motivation, history, and origin of and the basic facts about Occam and the Transputer. 
The following nine chapters, about half of the book, offer a detailed account of the 
language features of Occam 2. Each of these chapters ends with a series of (mostly 
simple) exercises, answers to which may be found in the appendix. For illustration 
numerous mall examples are presented and discussed in the text. Here the teaching 
experience of the author shines through and examples are certainly very helpful in a 
book of this kind. But the author has overdone it a little in my opinion. I wonder, e.g., 
whether eally six examples are needed in order to explain the idea of a while loop. 
The author would have been well advised to apply Occam's Razor here as well. Un- 
fortunately, some of the more subtle points of Occam, which would deserve thorough 
explanation, are only very shortly mentioned, in particular the precise rules govern- 
ing the use of variables in parallel components and other rules of static semantics. 
A reader who really intends to use Occam 2 for programming would probably need 
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to consult a more precise description as provided, e.g., by the Occam 2 reference 
manual [5] to supplement the book. 
The next chapter sketches the Occam configuration language, an extension of 
Occam 2 proposed by INMOS, which provides a means for specifying the configu- 
ration of Occam programs, i.e. the assignment of processes to processors in a network 
of Transputers as well as the topology of the network. The following chapter describes 
the extensions of Occam 2 provided by Occam 2.1. Again these two chapters are 
furnished with many examples. 
Of particular interest is the remaining about one-third of the book, which is less 
directly concerned with the Occam language constructs but provides valuable back- 
ground information concerning more general aspects of Occam program design. More 
specifically, three paradigms for the construction of parallel programs are discussed and 
illustrated by worked-out examples: algorithmic parallelism, geometric parallelism, and 
process farming. Then a short chapter discusses factors influencing the performance 
of Occam programs running on networks of Transputers. A further chapter surveys a 
number of methods for deadlock avoidance, discusses load balancing, sketches various 
approaches to message routing through networks of processors, and describes a par- 
ticular approach to analysing the performance of parallel algorithms. In addition, there 
is a short account of the Transputer architecture, the implementation f Occam on the 
Transputer, and a short chapter on the enhancements and modifications of the T9000 
Transputer. 
The more theoretically oriented reader of Science of Computer Programming might 
miss references to topics like model checking, which could have been mentioned i  
connection with deadlock detection, or fairness, which would contrast o the unfair 
choice construct of Occam. But this is perhaps not to be expected in a book focussing 
on a particular programming language. Moreover, 1 found some of the references given 
in the book somewhat odd, which, however, does not affect its usability. With regard 
to CSP, e.g., the reader is pointed to [3], which might leave him rather confused when 
he detects that, quite differently from Occam, multiple agreement is the basic notion 
of parallel interaction of processes in CSP. A more adequate reference would be [2], 
which introduces the predecessor language also called CSP on which Occam's design 
was based, but which substantially differs from the language of [3]. 
This book can well serve as an introduction to Occam 2 and the extensions of Occam 
2.1. It needs, however, to be accompanied by something like the Occam 2 reference 
manual [5] and the specific documentation f the used language system. Of particular 
value are the background chapters, which go beyond the direct language issues. Other 
Occam 2 books I still would recommend include [1] and [4]. 
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